To the President as the present Soviet peace offensive, thinks Stalin's decision gives the President an opportunity to recover initiative for an honest American drive for peace and its first condition, the end of the disarmament arms race couldn't be more welcome. The President, as head of our nation, must take the first step in ending the arms race and a strengthening of the United Nations in the interest of international security. Decisive to end the arms race must be brought to an end and an open-ended armistice must be signed to any one proposal concerning atomic energy or the size of military forces, but most include (1) universal abolition of positive military conscription (2) demilitarization of neutral territory and limited access (3) the general abolition of weapons of mass destruction and the reduction of armaments and armed forces to something like a police level for maintaining order; and (4) the international control of atomic energy only for peaceful purposes of an international police force should be provided from the smaller nations incapable of imperial solutions. Stalin's lifting of the Berlin blockade might be the preliminary to general discussions on the end of the arms race and also to a general settlement—In 5/2/64, the President replied that he had read Mrs. Thomas' letter with a lot of interest and is most happy to have his views on the world situation and Mr. Stalin's fake peace proposal.